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KPI-JCI and Astec Mobile Screens to Exhibit at Agg1
and World of Asphalt Expo
YANKTON, S.D. (Jan. 18, 2019) – Kolberg-Pioneer, Johnson Crushers International and Astec
Mobile Screens will be showcasing a number of product lines in booth #29127 at the Agg1 and
World of Asphalt expo. The show will take place on February 12-14, 2019 at the Indiana
Convention Center in Indianapolis, Ind.
The group will be displaying two of its crushing units including the 3055 Pioneer® jaw crusher
from Kolberg-Pioneer and a new model of the Kodiak® Plus cone crusher from Johnson
Crushers International.
The Pioneer® jaw crusher series, engineered to be the highest capacity jaw crusher on the
market, delivers up to 25% more tons per hour than other comparable units. An updated tramp
iron relief system better protects the jaw in tramp iron events. Its heavy-duty flywheels and
class-leading stroke allow producers to make the most of their operation.
The Kodiak® Plus cone crushers feature an industry-leading tramp iron relief system, fullyprotected internal counterweights, precision roller bearing design, patented liner retention
system and 360° thread locking ring for consistent product quality. The newest model, the
K350+, will feature increases in drive train, stroke, horsepower, weight, head diameter and holddown force, resulting in an up to 10% capacity increase compared to the K300+. The new
model will also use an identical bolt pattern to the K300+, for easy application integration.
Kolberg-Pioneer will introduce its new partnership with Tecnoidea Impianti to offer water
clarification systems to the North American market. These clarification systems accelerate the
process of filtering fines from dirty water for reuse in processing plants. Designed to eliminate
the need for large and expensive settling ponds, producers can recover up to 95% of the water
that flows through the clarification system and use significantly less water in processing plants.
Astec Mobile Screens will introduce its expanded line of track-mounted equipment. The new line
will serve a variety of new markets including building and construction, landscaping, quarry
operations and plant and tool hire. The ease-of-use, ease-of-transport, versatility and flexibility
of these track-mounted units make them ideal for smaller operations that require powerful
equipment with a limited footprint.

For more information regarding KPI-JCI and Astec Mobile Screens product lines, visit
kpijci.com. To learn more about the Agg1 and World of Asphalt expo, visit nssga.org.
About Kolberg-Pioneer, Inc., Johnson Crushers International, Inc. and Astec Mobile Screens, Inc.
Kolberg-Pioneer, Inc., Johnson Crushers International, Inc. and Astec Mobile Screens, Inc. (NASDAQ: ASTE) are
worldwide leaders in manufacturing equipment for the aggregate, construction and recycling industries. As
innovative, high integrity manufacturers, they develop quality, state-of-the-art products and have the ability to
engineer custom products with their highly qualified engineering staff. Kolberg Pioneer, Inc. manufactures its
products in Yankton, South Dakota, Johnson Crushers International, Inc. in Eugene, Oregon and Astec Mobile
Screens, Inc. in Sterling, Illinois. For more information, call (605) 668-2524 or visit the website at www.kpijci.com.
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